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Introduction 

This author recently leased a $50,000 2019 Chevrolet Traverse RS. The lumbar support on the 
seats of the Chevrolet Traverse and many other GMC cars is too low. There is no height 
adjustment for the lumbar support on these cars. No other power car seat on the market today 
could be found that didn’t have a 4 way lumbar adjustment. Why would a manufacture skimp to 
save costs on a $50,000 car? Other cars have other problems with their seats. All these 
problems usually result in back pain. 

People are often not aware that their back pain is caused by their car seats. 

Applying pressure to the accelerator and brakes as well as the acceleration of the car itself 
creates pressure in the opposite direction forcing an individual’s back towards the seat. 
Without a proper lumbar support, pressure is exerted in the lumbar area of the spine deforming 
it, which results in back pain. See explanation and photos on the next page. 

The custom back cushion may not be adequate to compensate for a poorly designed seat. 
Also, an individual may not want or have the ability to construct the custom cushion. An 
alternative to the custom car cushion is The ObusForme Wideback Backrest Support. This 
cushion has a hard frame back, which should not be affected by the shape of the seat. 

Car seat backs are designed to be used at an angle of 22 to 24 degrees from vertical. This 
may not be ideal. The theory behind this position is that if the seat back is too far upright, 
gravity won’t hold the driver into the back of the seat. Headrests are designed for this angle. An 
upright seat back angle may result in the headrests bending the neck and back causing pain. 
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Spine Anatomy 
Most people do not realize their back pain is caused by their car seat. Driving a car or truck is 
different from sitting in a chair. Applying pressure to the accelerator and brakes causes the 
opposite pressure to be applied forcing an individual’s back towards the the seat. Without a 
proper lumbar support, pressure is exerted in the lumbar area of the spine, which results in 
back pain. A proper lumbar support and in the proper position relieves this pressure. Car seat 
backs are designed to be used at an angle of 22 to 24 degrees from vertical. 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Car Photos 
 

                 2013 BMW 528i                                                        2019 Chevrolet Traverse RS 
        (excellent lumbar support)                                                  (very poor lumbar support) 

 

         2 Way Lumbar Support Adjustment                    4 Way Lumbar Support Adjustment 
                       (In and Out only)                                      (In and Out and Up and Down) 
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Construction 
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1. Cut out a piece of foam 15.5 inches by 19.5 inches with a bread knife or large scissor. 

2. Cut the top and bottom edges at a 45 degree angle. 

3. Draw horizontal lines 6, 7, 8, and 9 inches from the bottom using a sharpie or other marker. 

4. Cut a piece of foam 3 inches x 12 inches (lumbar support). 

5. Cut all edges of the lumbar support at 45 degree angles. 

6. Insert the main foam in to the shell. Then flip it over and add the lumbar insert at 6 inches. 
Then zip it. Friction will hold the lumbar support in place. There is no need to glue it. 

7. Place cushion in the car without connecting any of the straps. 

8. Adjust the entire cushion up and down until the best place is found for the lumbar support. 

9. Without moving too far away from the cushion, have someone measure the distance from 
the bottom of the seat back to the bottom of the lumbar insert. Write it down. 

10. Remove the cushion from the car. 

11. Unzip the shell and remove the foam insert. 

13. Place the lumbar support at the height measured in step 9. 

14. Measure and draw an upside down u-shape on the foam 1 inch below the bottom of the 
lumbar support. 

15. Cut out the the upside u-shape and cut the edges at a 45 degree angle. 

16. Re-assemble the cushion as in step 6. 

17. Place the completed cushion in the car. Then, connect the upper and lower straps. 

Parts List 

CONFORMAX Airmax Car Seat-Back Gel Cushion Model CCABGCAU 
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B00IKNLZEO/ref=oh_aui_detailpage_o03_s00?
ie=UTF8&psc=1 
$89.95 

FoamTouch Upholstery Foam Cushion, High Density, 1" H x 24" H x 72" L 
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B072F298NW/ref=oh_aui_detailpage_o06_s00?
ie=UTF8&psc=1 
$23.99 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The ObusForme Wideback Backrest Support 
 

PROMOTES BACK & NECK PAIN EFFORTLESSLY! The original, award-winning ObusForme 
Wideback Backrest Support transforms ordinary chairs into ergonomically correct seating. 
Unlike ordinary "L"-shaped chairs, the "S"-shape of the ObusForme Wideback Backrest 
Support molds your spine into a more anatomically correct position. ATOMICALLY CORRECT 
POSTURE! The unique polycarbonate "S"-shaped frame with polyurethane foam gently 
supports the natural contours of your spine. 

ALL BACKS ARE NOT CREATED EQUALLY! Comes with a removable and adjustable lumbar 
pad which offers additional back support and can be customized for your needs by moving it 
higher or lower on the cushion. 

COMPACT AND CONVENIENT! Lightweight and portable thanks to the carry handle. 
Comfortable & breathable foam construction material makes it not too stiff or hot. The 
ObusForme Wideback Backrest Support is the perfect addition for use in the home, office, long 
drives, long trips, long plane rides, and long days of sitting. 

https://www.obusforme.com/sit/the-obusforme-wideback-backrest-support.html 

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B005EJP0NY/ref=ox_sc_act_title_1?
smid=A32Y7HFRF7624F&psc=1 
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